FRESHMEN ! GYMNASIUM !

... statements that it is true that the key to Jolln Hall, F. L., at the postoplice at Boston, orifice a... appear with the first scheduled the theory of the aeroplane and other observations have been made regarding... be made by the Worcester Poly... will not assume the initiative to hire Rllodes, J. A. Cock, H. A. Burr, C. XV. tie... that the men put themselves out a little Friday, 1105 to 11.35, Room 44, A. L. Pashek, F. H. Achard, H. H. Mitchell, H. G. Mllanning, Walter X'V. A. L. Brown, B. L. Cushing, K. D. Rogers.

Several of the members of the Cross-Country Team who made no efforts at training whatsoever probably can do now why it is that training is the only sensible way of turning out a good team. We hope that these men who are throwing away the chance not only of their own chances of making a... A. W. Ycarance, R. A. Van Vllnrgh1914.

We are in receipt of a lengthy communication from one of the members of the House Committee, in which he states that it is true that the key to the Technique case has been lost and the Committee has set the power, and will not assume the initiative to hire a locksmith to make a key, and apparently the desire to accept our desire of a loan or gift of the... at least stop snickering for a couple of weeks or so and in this way keep their wind. Further, we again wish to put forward the advice that the men put themselves out a little more and take three meals a day at the training table.
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